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S U M M A R Y
Spectra of whole Earth oscillations or normal modes provide important constraints on Earth’s
large-scale structure. The most convenient way to include normal mode constraints in global
tomographic models is by using splitting functions or structure coefficients, which describe how
the frequency of a specific mode varies regionally. Splitting functions constrain 3-D variations
in velocity, density structure and boundary topography. They may also constrain anisotropy,
especially when combining information from spheroidal modes, which are mainly sensitive
to P–SV structure, with toroidal modes, mainly sensitive to SH structure. Spheroidal modes
have been measured extensively, but toroidal modes have proven to be much more difficult
and as a result only a limited number of toroidal modes have been measured so far. Here, we
expand previous splitting function studies, by focusing specifically on toroidal-mode overtone
observations. We present splitting function measurements for 19 self-coupled toroidal modes
of which 13 modes have not been measured before. They are derived from radial and transverse
horizontal component normal mode spectra up to 5 mHz for 91 events with MW ≥ 7.4 from
the years 1983–2018. Our data include the Tohoku event of 2011 (9.1MW), the Okhotsk event
of 2013 (8.3MW) and the Fiji Island event from 2018 (8.2MW). Our measurements provide
new constraints on upper- and lower-mantle shear wave velocity structure and in combination
with existing spheroidal mode measurements can be used in future inversions for anisotropic
mantle structure. Our new splitting function coefficient data set will be available online.

Key words: Mantle processes; Seismic anisotropy; Seismic tomography; Surface waves and
free oscillations.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

Studying the splitting of whole Earth oscillations enables us to re-
cover large-scale averages of the Earth’s P- and S-wave velocity,
density, attenuation and anisotropy. They provide strong constraints
on 3-D variations in both isotropic and anisotropic velocity struc-
ture of the Earth’s mantle and are the only seismic data type directly
sensitive to density (Ishii & Tromp 1999; Kuo & Romanowicz 2002;
Resovsky & Trampert 2003; Trampert et al. 2004; Koelemeijer et al.
2017). Normal modes are most easily measured with the splitting
function approach (i.e. Woodhouse & Giardini 1985) using least-
squares inversion of normal mode spectra. Splitting function coeffi-
cients are linearly dependent on 3-D variations of Earth’s structure,
and are easily included in tomographic inversion for mantle veloc-
ity structure (e.g. Ritsema et al. 2011; Moulik & Ekström 2014;
Koelemeijer et al. 2015).

So far splitting functions have mainly been measured for
spheroidal modes which are mainly sensitive to P-wave and ver-
tically polarized S-wave velocity (P–SV) and are able to constrain

velocity and density structure in the mantle and core (e.g. Giardini
et al. 1988; Roult et al. 1990; He & Tromp 1996; Resovsky &
Ritzwoller 1998; Durek & Romanowicz 1999; Deuss et al. 2010,
2013; Koelemeijer et al. 2013). Spheroidal modes are clearly vis-
ible in normal mode spectra of vertical component seismograms,
which have relatively low noise levels making it easy to measure
them. Splitting functions of more than 180 spheroidal modes in the
frequency range up to 10 mHz have been measured thus far.

Splitting functions for toroidal modes have not been measured
very much and only a few toroidal-mode splitting function measure-
ments exist (Derr 1969; Widmer et al. 1992; Masters & Widmer
1995; Tromp & Zanzerkia 1995; Resovsky & Ritzwoller 1998).
The problem with toroidal modes is that we need horizontal com-
ponent seismograms, which contain much more noise, for exam-
ple, due to atmospherically induced tilting, making it much more
difficult to make measurements. Splitting functions for around 30
toroidal modes in the frequency range up to 3 mHz have been mea-
sured so far, which is much less than the spheroidal modes. The
importance of toroidal modes is that they are mainly sensitive to
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horizontally polarized S-wave (SH) velocity, which in combination
with spheroidal modes (sensitive to P–SV) constrains radial and
azimuthal anisotropy (e.g. Beghein et al. 2008).

Seismic anisotropy means that the velocity of a seismic wave
depends on the travelling or polarization direction. The importance
of anisotropy is that it gives us a way to interpret seismic directional
information of Earth’s interior in terms of mantle flow (e.g. Long
& Becker 2010). It is well known from surface wave studies that
radial anisotropy exists in the crust, lithosphere and upper mantle
(Montagner & Tanimoto 1991; Ekström & Dziewonski 1998; Vin-
nik et al. 1998; Lebedev et al. 2009; Russell et al. 2019). More
recent global models, also incorporating body waves, suggest the
existence of radial anisotropy in the transition zone and core–mantle
boundary D′′ region (Panning & Romanowicz 2006; Chang et al.
2014; French & Romanowicz 2014; Moulik & Ekström 2014). Az-
imuthal anisotropy is less often studied, but it has been observed in
the lithosphere (Smith & Dahlen 1973; Tanimoto & Anderson 1985;
Marone & Romanowicz 2007; Schaeffer et al. 2016) and sometimes
even in the transition zone (Trampert & van Heijst 2002; Yuan &
Beghein 2014). Even though most models agree on the existence of
radial and azimuthal anisotropy in the lithosphere, much less con-
sensus exists about the need for anisotropy in the transition zone
and core–mantle boundary region.

In order to constrain anisotropy in these deeper parts of the
mantle, normal-mode overtones are essential because they are
sensitive to the whole mantle, as well as density and boundary
topography. Only very few studies have incorporated normal
modes in making anisotropy models. Beghein et al. (2008) used the
observed cross-coupled splitting between fundamental spheroidal
and toroidal modes to determine whether the data are compatible
with azimuthal anisotropy below 400 km. Moulik & Ekström
(2014) used spheroidal- and toroidal-modes splitting function
observations as well as surface waves and body waves to construct
a velocity model of the Earth’s mantle; they found strong radial
anisotropy in the uppermost 300 km of the mantle and some
evidence for regionally varying radial anisotropy in the transition
zone and lowermost mantle.

Unfortunately, these studies were only able to use a small num-
ber of relatively old toroidal-mode measurements, because toroidal
modes have not been measured for more than 20 yr, since the studies
of Widmer et al. (1992), Tromp & Zanzerkia (1995) and Resovsky
& Ritzwoller (1998). In order to robustly constrain radial and az-
imuthal anisotropy in the transition zone and lower mantle, we
need more toroidal-mode measurements. Recent studies of toroidal
modes have been conducted using ring-laser instruments by Igel
et al. (2011) investigating the 2011 Tohoku earthquake, but mainly
focused on the newly available technology.

In the last 20 yr, the global seismic network was significantly
increased and a number of large earthquakes have happened (see
Table 1). Therefore, now it is a good time to remeasure the toroidal
modes and also investigate if new toroidal modes can be observed
that have not been measured before. Here, we will expand the more
recent study by Deuss et al. (2013), that only used vertical compo-
nents to measure spheroidal modes, by collecting horizontal com-
ponent data for all large earthquakes from the last 35 yr (see Fig. 1
and Table 1). We are using our new horizontal data recordings to
refine and extend self-coupling splitting function measurements of
isolated toroidal overtones which are only visible on the horizontal
component of the seismogram.

It is well known that modes are strongly cross-coupled to nearby
modes (e.g. Deuss & Woodhouse 2001). However, measuring
toroidal-mode splitting functions using horizontal component data

Table 1. List of events used in this study. Date is day/month/year, depth is
in km, MW is the moment magnitude from the CMT catalogue and NR and
NT denote the numbers of stations for the radial and transversal component
per event.

Date Location Depth MW NT NR

19/08/2018 Fiji Islands 555.00 8.2 9 5
08/09/2017 Chiapas Mexico 50.20 8.2 3 3
25/12/2016 Southern Chile 32.80 7.6 2 1
29/07/2016 Mariana Islands 208.90 7.7 8 5
26/10/2015 Hindu Kush Afghanistan 209.40 7.5 1 1
16/09/2015 Central Chile 17.40 8.3 14 8
30/05/2015 Bonin Islands 680.70 7.9 21 14
05/05/2015 New Britain 38.30 7.5 5 2
17/11/2013 Scotia Sea 23.80 7.8 6 6
24/05/2013 Sea Of Okhotsk 611.00 8.3 74 64
05/09/2012 Costa Rica 29.70 7.6 11 7
31/08/2012 Philippines 45.20 7.6 12 3
27/08/2012 Central America 12.00 7.3 10 6
14/08/2012 Sea Of Okhotsk 598.20 7.7 11 7
11/03/2011 Honshu Japan 20.00 9.1 73 14
27/02/2010 Central Chile 23.20 8.8 22 77
05/07/2008 Sea Of Okhotsk 610.80 7.7 42 46
12/05/2008 Sichuan China 12.80 7.9 69 61
09/12/2007 South Of Fiji Islands 149.90 7.8 46 42
14/11/2007 Northern Chile 37.60 7.7 34 28
28/09/2007 Volcano Islands 275.80 7.5 30 26
15/08/2007 Coast Of Peru 33.80 8.0 59 53
08/08/2007 Java Indonesia 304.80 7.5 26 34
01/04/2007 Solomon Islands 14.10 8.1 70 59
13/01/2007 East Kuril 12.00 8.1 68 57
15/11/2006 Kuril Islands 13.50 8.3 85 70
17/07/2006 South Of Java 20.00 7.7 35 32
03/05/2006 Tonga Islands 67.80 8.0 52 38
20/04/2006 Eastern Siberia 12.00 7.6 47 33
27/01/2006 Banda Sea 397.40 7.6 36 33
08/10/2005 Pakistan 12.00 7.6 43 40
26/09/2005 Northern Peru 108.10 7.5 34 37
09/09/2005 New Ireland 83.60 7.6 34 25
28/03/2005 Northern Sumatra 25.80 8.6 94 73
23/12/2004 North Macquarie 27.50 8.1 24 0
17/11/2003 Rat Islands 21.70 7.7 32 28
25/09/2003 Hokkaido Japan 28.20 8.3 12 10
04/08/2003 Scotia Sea 15.00 7.6 38 33
15/07/2003 Carlsberg Ridge 15.00 7.5 40 33
03/11/2002 Central Alaska 15.00 7.8 58 43
08/09/2002 Papua New Guinea 19.50 7.6 39 24
19/08/2002 South Of Fiji 699.30 7.7 48 44
14/11/2001 Qinghai China 15.00 7.8 49 40
07/07/2001 Coast Of Peru 25.00 7.6 29 25
23/06/2001 Coast Of Peru 29.60 8.4 66 59
26/01/2001 India 19.80 7.6 41 26
13/01/2001 El Salvador 56.00 7.7 42 32
18/06/2000 South Indian Ocean 15.00 7.9 61 44
04/06/2000 Southern Sumatra 43.90 7.8 51 37
28/03/2000 Volcano Islands 99.70 7.6 35 29
20/09/1999 Taiwan 21.20 7.6 22 19
17/08/1999 Turkey 17.00 7.6 32 25
29/11/1998 Ceram Sea 16.40 7.7 29 36
25/03/1998 Balleny Islands 28.80 8.1 60 62
04/01/1998 Loyalty Islands 114.30 7.4 22 13
05/12/1997 Kamchatka 33.60 7.8 49 30
08/11/1997 Tibet 16.40 7.5 21 21
14/10/1997 South Of Fiji Islands 165.90 7.7 19 14
12/11/1996 Coast Of Peru 37.40 7.7 36 24
17/06/1996 Flores Sea 584.20 7.8 43 38
10/06/1996 Andreanof Islands 29.00 7.9 9 11
17/02/1996 West Irian 15.00 8.2 37 22
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Table 1. Continued

Date Location Depth MW NT NR

01/01/1996 Minahassa Peninsula 15.00 7.9 23 19
03/12/1995 Kuril Islands 25.90 7.9 36 30
09/10/1995 Jalisco Mexico 15.00 8.0 34 24
30/07/1995 Northern Chile 28.70 8.0 46 38
28/12/1994 Coast Of Honshu 27.70 7.7 18 20
04/10/1994 Kuril Islands 68.20 8.3 45 42
09/06/1994 Northern Bolivia 647.10 8.2 52 41
02/06/1994 South Of Java 15.00 7.8 14 9
09/03/1994 Fiji Islands 567.80 7.6 24 14
12/07/1993 Hokkaido Japan 16.50 7.7 27 23
15/01/1993 Hokkaido Japan 100.00 7.6 14 12
12/12/1992 Flores Island 20.40 7.7 18 18
11/10/1992 Vanuatu 141.10 7.4 12 3
02/09/1992 Nicaragua 15.00 7.6 17 11
22/12/1991 Kuril Islands 31.20 7.6 8 4
22/04/1991 Costa Rica 15.00 7.6 5 5
30/12/1990 New Britain 204.80 7.4 2 1
16/07/1990 Luzon Philippines 15.00 7.7 7 4
18/04/1990 Minahassa Peninsula 33.20 7.6 2 2
03/03/1990 South Of Fiji Islands 25.30 7.6 3 1
23/05/1989 Macquarie Islands 15.00 8.0 3 0
06/03/1988 Gulf Of Alaska 15.00 7.7 4 1
30/11/1987 Gulf Of Alaska 15.00 7.8 2 0
20/10/1986 Kermadec Islands 50.40 7.7 4 0
07/05/1986 Andreanof Islands 31.30 7.9 2 1
03/03/1985 Central Chile 40.70 7.9 1 0
06/03/1984 Honshu Japan 446.00 7.4 1 0
24/11/1983 Banda Sea 157.10 7.4 1 1

is challenging, so in this paper we only selected modes that can be
treated as self-coupled to simplify the measurement process. Mea-
suring larger groups of modes in cross-coupling, or even wide-band
coupling, is computational expensive as the splitting matrix grows
with each additional mode. Splitting functions can only do so much
and measurements of self-coupled modes are a good starting point
for future inversions. We carefully selected toroidal-mode over-
tones that are sufficiently separated in frequency from neighbouring
modes. We included cross-coupling due to rotation and ellipticity
of the Earth to neighbouring modes in some cases (see Table 2) and
ensured that all these modes showed none or negligible structural
cross-coupling to the overtone measured in self-coupling. For this
reason we only measured toroidal overtones, because the funda-
mental toroidal modes are strongly cross-coupled to fundamental
spheroidal modes. These need to be measured in cross-coupled pairs
by combining both vertical and horizontal component data, which
will be the subject of a separate paper.

2 T H E O RY A N D M E T H O D

After a strong earthquake occurs, the whole Earth reverberates or
rings like a bell. The resulting whole Earth oscillations are stand-
ing waves along Earth’s surface and radius. They are called normal
modes and only exist for discrete frequencies, where individual
modes are identified by their angular order l and radial order or
overtone number n, with n = 0 for fundamental modes and n ≥ 1
for the overtone branches. Constant n values span overtone branches
(Fig. 2). Normal modes can be divided into two types: (i) spheroidal
modes nSl, involving vertical and horizontal surface motion, com-
parable to P–SV wave motion or Rayleigh waves and (ii) toroidal
modes nTl, involving only horizontal surface motion, comparable
to SH wave motion or Love waves. Here, we will focus on isolated

toroidal overtones n ≥ 1Tl; the measurement of the fundamentals will
be the subject of a separate paper.

Each mode of overtone number n and angular order l consists of
2l + 1 singlets. The singlets are labelled by the azimuthal order m,
with −l ≤ m ≤ l. In a spherical, non-rotating, elastic and isotropic
(SNREI) Earth, such as the Preliminary Reference Earth Model
(PREM, Dziewonski & Anderson 1981), all singlet frequencies of
a mode are identical. This is called degeneracy. Deviations from
the SNREI Earth change the singlet frequencies of the mode, so
they all get different values. This is called splitting and is caused
by rotation of the Earth, ellipticity and 3-D variations in velocity,
density, anisotropy and attenuation. Splitting of isolated modes is
called self-coupling; splitting caused by the resonance of two or
more modes is called cross-coupling. Here, we focus on the self-
coupling approximation and only measure toroidal modes that are
separated enough from other modes in frequency so that cross-
coupling can be ignored and they can be measured as isolated.

The splitting of normal modes is fully described using the split-
ting function approach, which was introduced by Woodhouse &
Giardini (1985) and extended to the generalized splitting func-
tion approach including cross-coupling by Resovsky & Ritzwoller
(1998). Masters et al. (2000a) introduced a source independent
method, called autoregressive estimation, which was recently used
to measure spheroidal mode splitting functions including uncer-
tainties (Pachhai et al. 2015). This method requires the number of
events to be proportional to the angular order l of the measured
mode. This is unfeasible for modes with a higher l. Therefore we
use the conventional method also used in Woodhouse & Giardini
(1985), He & Tromp (1996), Resovsky & Ritzwoller (1998) and
Deuss et al. (2013).

Splitting functions are defined by elastic coefficients cst, which
are linearly dependent on 3-D variations in compressional velocity
vp, shear wave velocity vs and density with respect to the reference
Earth model, that is, PREM. In principle it should also be possible
to measure anelastic splitting function coefficients dst (i.e. Masters
et al. 2000b; Mäkinen & Deuss 2013), which are linearly depen-
dent on 3-D variations in shear attenuation qμ and bulk attenuation
qκ . However, we ignore anelastic splitting function observations
for now, because current horizontal components data are still too
noisy to make measurement possible. The relation relating the elas-
tic splitting function coefficients cst to 3-D variations in mantle
structure can be expressed using:

cst =
∫ a

0
δmst (r )Ks(r )dr +

∑
d

δhd
st H d

s (1)

where δmst are the spherical harmonic coefficients of angular order s
and azimuthal order t of the Earth’s heterogeneity (vp, vs and ρ) and
δhd

st the coefficients of discontinuity topography. Ks(r) and H d
s are

known sensitivity kernels (Woodhouse 1980). To visualize splitting
functions, we use splitting function maps F(θ , �), defined as

F(θ, �) =
2l∑

s=0

s∑
t=−s

cst Y
t
s (θ, �) (2)

where Y t
s (θ,�) are the complex spherical harmonics (Edmonds

1960).
We measure the splitting function coefficients from large numbers

of observed horizontal component spectra of large earthquakes. The
spectra depend nonlinearly on the splitting function coefficients,
and therefore we employ a nonlinear iterative least-squares inver-
sion (Tarantola & Valette 1982). For details of our method see Deuss
et al. (2013). Because of the nonlinearity of the inversion we started
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Figure 1. Locations of the 91 events used in this study. Red circles mark new events which were not included in previous splitting function studies.

Table 2. Misfit for normal-mode spectra used in this study. Modes between brackets were included in the measurement procedure
for completeness, but their splitting functions are not constrained well enough by the data to be reported. smax denotes the highest
specified spherical harmonic degree, Nev denotes the number of events, NT the number of transverse component spectral records and
NR the number radial component records. PREM denotes the misfit including only rotation and ellipticity of the Earth, seperated in
transverse (mT) and radial component (mR) misfit. The misfits for the S20RTS model and after cst measurement are also given.

Spectral segment smax Nev NT NR PREM S20RTS cst

mT mR mT mR mT mR

1T2 4 14 84 41 0.50 0.52 0.32 0.33 0.27 0.28

1T3 6 20 94 59 0.45 0.56 0.39 0.42 0.34 0.35

1T5-(0 S10, 0T11) 4 66 428 233 0.59 0.74 0.55 0.70 0.52 0.66

1T6 6 52 221 144 0.84 0.83 0.57 0.69 0.46 0.55

1T7-(0 S13, 0T14, 5 S2) 10 77 847 1241 0.76 0.63 0.71 0.62 0.68 0.60

1T13-(0 S22, 0T23, 6 S4) 6 70 497 472 0.72 0.78 0.63 0.73 0.58 0.70

1T14-(0 S24, 0T25, 2 S15) 6 77 690 1192 0.84 0.65 0.76 0.63 0.72 0.62

2T3-(1T8, 4 S4) 2 19 34 34 0.71 0.76 0.73 0.73 0.57 0.62

2T5 2 45 99 43 0.84 0.91 0.73 0.89 0.62 0.85

2T7 6 42 129 60 1.05 0.99 0.83 0.91 0.74 0.88

2T8-(0 S20, 0T21, 2 S13) 6 56 226 224 1.05 0.87 0.77 0.77 0.68 0.72

2T13-(0T29, 0 S30) 4 57 152 274 0.99 0.73 0.82 0.69 0.79 0.68

2T14-(4 S11, 1T19) 4 62 220 230 0.86 0.74 0.70 0.72 0.62 0.67

2T15 4 50 96 109 1.01 0.96 0.77 0.91 0.71 0.83

2T16-(4T3, 1 S23, 10 S4) 2 42 77 52 1.03 0.96 0.84 0.93 0.79 0.89

3T1-(9 S1, 8 S2, 0T24, 0 S23) 2 28 72 65 0.48 0.66 0.49 0.61 0.48 0.59

3T7 2 48 96 110 0.96 1.00 0.87 0.91 0.80 0.86

3T16-(2T20, 4 S18) 2 17 20 24 0.85 0.86 0.69 0.83 0.66 0.81

4T9-(3 S21, 7 S10, 11 S4) 2 11 12 189 0.71 0.57 0.72 0.56 0.68 0.54

all our splitting function measurements from two different different
starting models and apply a range of norm damping parameters en-
compassing several order of magnitude. Our two starting models are
(i) PREM, so all splitting function coefficient cst starting values are
zero and (ii) using non-zero cst splitting function coefficients calcu-
lated for tomographic mantle model S20RTS + CRUST5.1 (called
S20RTS from here on, Ritsema et al. 2011). In all starting models
rotation and ellipticity were also included. We selected our results
depending which of the two starting models resulted in the lowest
misfit, and in case both had the same misfit reduction, the PREM
starting model was selected. We iterate each run 10–20 times and

investigate the trade-off between model size and misfit as a func-
tion of damping and pick the best compromise. In most cases, the
inversion did not require starting from S20RTS mantle predictions,
and we were able to measure splitting function coefficients starting
from PREM with only ellipticity and rotation. For completeness we
include nearby modes for ellipticity and rotational coupling (see
Table 2), but do not invert for splitting function coefficients of these
additional modes. We edited all seismic data by hand for bias con-
trol and to ensure sufficient data quality, which includes removal
of delta spikes in the time-series. We assigned uncertainties for all
our measurements using the cross-validation method as described
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Figure 2. Frequency versus angular order l of the measured modes. Red squares indicate toroidal-mode overtones measured here, black squares denote modes
measured here, for which splitting functions have been measured before by Tromp & Zanzerkia (1995) and Resovsky & Ritzwoller (1998).

in Deuss et al. (2013), where we leave out whole events in different
cross-validation runs. This method removes whole earthquakes at a
time, we checked therefore for influence of individual earthquake
sources on our measurements. To reduce theoretical errors from
unspecified higher degree structures, we measured all modes to the
highest degree possible, often higher than we report. To evaluate
our measurements, we define the misfit between the data di and the
synthetics ui including our new splitting function coefficients, as

misfit = 1

N

N∑ ∑n
i=1(di − ui (cst ))2∑n

i=1 d2
i

(3)

with N spectral segments for each mode and n data points per
segment.

3 DATA

Due to the long period of normal modes, we require several day-
long, good quality waveform data to make toroidal-mode observa-
tions and measure splitting functions. Normal modes are observed
in the frequency domain, so we Fourier transform the time-domain
waveform data to the frequency domain. Normal modes are most
clearly observed after large earthquakes (Fig. 1 and Table 1), 14
of which are newly added to the existing data set of Deuss et al.
(2013). We dismissed data of events before 1983 because horizontal
component data were either not available or from very poor quality.
Our new events include the 2013 Okhotsk earthquake (MW = 8.3)
and the continental 2015 Hindu Kush, Afghanistan (MW = 7.5)
earthquake. For our final amount of data for each earthquake, see
Table 1.

Toroidal modes are most clearly observed on the horizontal com-
ponent of the seismic data. We rotated the horizontal north and east

components to their theoretical backazimuth in order to obtain ra-
dial (R) and transverse (T) components and isolate toroidal-mode
signals. In theory, we expect the horizontal motion of toroidal modes
due to their SH wave nature to show up most clearly on the transverse
component and for example, Tromp & Zanzerkia (1995) only used
transverse component data in their toroidal-mode measurements.
We expect to see a mix of toroidal- and spheroidal-mode signals on
the radial component due to the P–SV-wave like nature of spheroidal
modes. We will use both transverse and radial components in our
inversion.

All modes measured here show up as isolated spectral peaks and
are well separated from spheroidal modes in the frequency spec-
trum from 1 to 5 mHz. Selecting horizontal component data is more
complicated than vertical component data. The data quality is often
poorer compared to vertical component data because of more noise
due to atmospherically induced tilting. The peaks appear less sharp,
often with lower amplitude and the spectrum has in general a lower
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). One example is given in Fig. 3, show-
ing the amplitude spectra of the MW = 9.1 Tohoku, Japan event of
2011, observed in Canberra, Australia. The amplitude of the signal
between the dominant peaks is lower for the vertical (VHZ) com-
ponent than for the horizontal components (VHR and VHT). The
difference becomes even more dramatic for higher frequencies, and
for smaller events noise also starts overwhelming the toroidal-mode
peaks on the horizontal components. Many modes start overlapping
in frequency, which makes it harder to make clear observations of
our toroidal-mode overtones and corresponding splitting function
measurements.

The large noise signal on horizontal component data may be due
to barometric pressure (Steffen et al. 2006). The noise level can be
reduced in future applications when new instruments may become
available (Ringler et al. 2015), or using linear strain meters (Zürn
et al. 2015) or if the setup of the seismometer location is suitable the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Observed spectra for time series of 5–45 hr length, for the large magnitude MW = 9.1 Tohoku event of 2011, showing (a) the vertical, (b) radial and
(c) transverse components.

SNR can be improved by common array stacking methods (Ringler
et al. 2016). We could not yet take advantage of new instruments
or stacking methods, hence we must take advantage of all currently
available data on IRIS. It is important to note that due to the low SNR
of the horizontal component data, we cautiously selected our records
by hand in an extensive process. An example of our selected spectral
segments is shown in Fig. 4 for mode 1T6. This is an exceptionally
clear mode, which is easily observed on both the radial and the
transverse components.

4 R E S U LT S

We measure splitting functions for toroidal overtones in our aim
to improve constraints on mantle structure, especially for shear ve-
locity vs and radial and azimuthal anisotropies. We managed to
make splitting functions measurements for toroidal overtones that

had not been measured before and improved splitting function mea-
surements for previously measured modes by adding new data.
Our measurements include splitting functions for 19 self-coupled
toroidal modes, mainly for the first and second overtones and a few
third and fourth overtones (see Fig. 2). For six of these modes split-
ting functions were measured before by Tromp & Zanzerkia (1995,
TZ from here on) and/or Resovsky & Ritzwoller (1998, RR from
here on). For 12 of these modes centre frequencies and attenuation
were measured before by Widmer et al. (1992) and Masters & Wid-
mer (1995). We also present 13 new splitting functions which were
never measured before.

All our measured toroidal overtones are listed in Table 2 which
shows the number of records used in the inversion for each mode,
separated into transverse and radial components, the data misfit
using PREM with only rotation and ellipticity, the misfit using
mantle model S20RTS and crustal model CRUST5.1 and finally the
misfit including our newly measured splitting function coefficients.
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Figure 4. All used spectra (time-series of each has 3–60 hr length), showing (a) the radial and (b) the transverse components for mode 1T6. Highlighted in
blue is the used frequency window.

For all measured modes, the cst misfit after our inversion is lower
than the PREM misfit including only rotation and ellipticity and also
lower than the mantle and crustal model misfit. Two examples for
modes 1T2 and 1T6 are shown in Fig. 5 illustrating the improvement

of misfit between data and synthetics, comparing synthetic spectra
calculated for PREM including only rotation and ellipticity with
synthetics including our measured splitting functions coefficients.
The amplitude and phase of the splitting function spectra much
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. Example of a spectral window, showing observed data, PREM model prediction including rotation and ellipticity, and synthetics calculated using
our measured splitting function (also including rotation and ellipticity) for (a) 1T2 and (b) 1T6.

Table 3. Centre frequencies in μHz and quality factors Q for the toroidal
modes measured in this study. Also shown are PREM values (f0, Q0)

Mode
PREM f0

(μHz)
Measured fc

(μHz)
PREM

Q0

Measured
Q

1T2 1320.13 1319.29 ± 0.17 256 302 ± 19

1T3 1439.13 1438.45 ± 0.08 253 299 ± 7

1T5 1750.49 1750.19 ± 0.13 246 303 ± 9

1T6 1925.61 1925.25 ± 0.12 242 277 ± 7

1T7 2103.79 2103.40 ± 0.06 237 289 ± 3

1T13 3100.46 3099.07 ± 0.10 215 236 ± 3

1T14 3255.59 3253.52 ± 0.06 213 227 ± 2

2T3 2294.97 2295.28 ± 0.22 207 236 ± 7

2T5 2485.09 2484.87 ± 0.15 213 245 ± 5

2T7 2753.73 2753.00 ± 0.33 223 247 ± 12

2T8 2913.97 2912.57 ± 0.08 229 267 ± 3

2T13 3832.88 3830.52 ± 0.21 242 271 ± 7

2T14 4016.39 4013.81 ± 0.24 241 301 ± 8

2T15 4196.12 4192.69 ± 0.22 239 287 ± 7

2T16 4372.15 4368.75 ± 0.53 237 258 ± 15

3T1 3203.50 3200.08 ± 1.73 216 203 ± 52

3T7 3607.30 3603.68 ± 0.24 228 286 ± 8

3T16 5054.35 5051.39 ± 0.23 243 273 ± 6

4T9 4778.82 4775.37 ± 1.86 221 237 ± 38

better match the observed spectra than the PREM spectra and the
misfit is also significantly lower.

4.1 Centre frequency and Q values

The centre frequencies and Q values of all our measured toroidal
overtones are shown in Table 3 and Fig. 6. Centre frequency and Q
values provide information about the 1-D velocity, density and atten-
uation structure of the Earth. Our centre frequency values (Fig. 6a)
are often similar to previous measurements; when they differ, our
new measurements are often more branch consistent. For almost
all our measured toroidal overtones (except 2T3), we observe centre
frequencies that are lower than PREM. Comparing our centre fre-
quencies to previous measurements and model predictions, we find
that our observations are right in between the previous measure-
ments of Tromp & Zanzerkia (1995) and Resovsky & Ritzwoller

(1998). For the first overtone and part of the second overtone, we ob-
serve higher centre frequencies than predicted by S20RTS and also
almost always higher than observed by RR. On the other hand, we
often observe lower frequencies than those observed by TZ. From

2T8 onward, we observe higher centre frequencies which are more
similar to PREM than those observed by Masters & Widmer (1995),
and lower centre frequencies than predicted by S20RTS, except for

3T1 and 4T9, but these modes also have the largest errors. As we are
using the same method, we attribute these differences most likely
to the larger size of the data set used in our study, which counts for
all measured modes at least twice the amount of spectra compared
to Tromp & Zanzerkia (1995) and Resovsky & Ritzwoller (1998).

Our Q-value measurements (Fig. 6b) show more scatter than our
centre frequency measurements. This is a well-known feature of
normal mode measurements due to the fact that the Q values depend
on the spectral amplitude which is strongly influenced by noise.
Our Q values for the first overtone are always higher than previous
measurements by TZ and RR. Only for mode 2T8 our measured
Q value is lower then observed by RR, but again note that this
mode has large error bars. Also, this mode is complicated by modes

0S20, 0T21 and 2S13 which are nearby in frequency. Measurements of

2T8 might improve when taking cross-coupling with the additional
fundamental modes into account.

4.2 Splitting function coefficients

The centre frequency and Q values (i.e. degree s = 0 structure)
have been measured jointly with splitting function coefficients for
larger degrees s ≥ 2. We measure self-coupled splitting functions,
which only exist for even degrees. Splitting function coefficients for
s ≥ 2 provide information on 3-D variations in shear wave velocity
and density. In agreement with our centre frequency values, the
measured splitting function coefficients for s = 2 also show nice
branch consistency (Fig. 7).

For completeness we also included modes 3T1 and 4T9 in this
paper, which have proven to be difficult to measure due to poor data
quality and have to be interpreted with care. This is reflected in
their considerably larger error bars and our measurements for these
modes are mainly published for comparison with future measure-
ments.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6. (a) Measured centre frequencies and (b) quality factors with respect to reference model PREM as a function of angular order l for increasing mode
branch n. Black circles denote our measurements, also shown are measurements from Resovsky & Ritzwoller (1998, diamonds), Tromp & Zanzerkia (1995,
squares), Masters & Widmer (1995, stars) and Widmer et al. (1992, pentagons). Model predictions of S20RTS (solid grey line) as well as S40RTS (dashed
grey line) are also shown.

Figure 7. Same as Fig. 6, but for all degree s = 2 splitting function coefficients. Vertical dashed lines separate different overtone branches.

The sensitivity kernels of each branch change only smoothly as a
function of angular order l (see left-hand columns in Figs 8–10), so
we also expect the splitting function coefficients to vary smoothly
too along each branch. We find overall consistent branches, espe-
cially the largest degree 2 values (c20), Re(c22) and Im(c22), which

define the well-known ‘ring around the Pacific’ structure, show con-
sistency along the branches of each overtone. Comparing our mea-
surements with the S20RTS predictions, we find for example that
for the first and second overtone branches, our measurements have
larger c20 values and smaller Rec21 and Imc21 values than the model
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Figure 8. Our measured splitting functions compared to measurements of Resovsky & Ritzwoller (1998) and Tromp & Zanzerkia (1995) and the predictions
of mantle model S20RTS and CRUST5.1. Also shown are the degree s = 0 sensitivity kernels Ks (vs in red and ρ in grey) and the maximum spherical degree
smax for each mode.

predictions. Also for the third and fourth overtone the S20RTS
model overpredicts the values for Rec21. Mantle model S20RTS is
an isotropic shear wave velocity model made using Rayleigh waves
and spheroidal mode splitting functions; the differences between

our toroidal-mode measurements and the model predictions could
be due to anisotropy.

The regional variations in frequency of the splitting functions are
most easily seen in splitting function maps (Figs 8–10). Most of
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Figure 9. Same as Fig. 8, but also for the second overtone.

Figure 10. Same as Fig. 8, but also for the third and fourth overtones.

our measured toroidal overtones are sensitive to the whole mantle.
Only for the first and second overtones the largest angular order
modes have diminishing sensitivity to the core–mantle boundary.
Our splitting function maps for the first overtone branch (Fig. 8)
show a similar pattern as predicted by S20RTS, with the signature
‘ring around the Pacific’ of high-frequency anomalies surrounding
a low-frequency anomaly in the centre of the Pacific. However,
the splitting function maps differ in details. For example, mode

1T3 (Fig. 8b) shows much stronger low-frequency anomalies in the
Pacific and southern Indian ocean than the S20RTS prediction.

Due to the size of our new data set we are able to measure
all modes to the same or higher degree as previously done. For
example, we measured 1T7 (Fig. 8e) up to degree 10, revealing
more details around the Pacific and underneath Africa than previous
measurements by Resovsky & Ritzwoller (1998) which were only
up to degree 4. But also in comparison with the S20RTS prediction
(also up to degree 10), we still see more detailed anomalies. The
sensitivity kernels for this mode have a peak in the transition zone,
which may suggest that more detailed slab signatures are visible in
our splitting function for 1T7.

Splitting function maps for toroidal modes of the second overtone
branch, which have two peaks in their sensitivity kernels in the upper
and lower mantle, are shown in Fig. 9. These modes (except for 2T8

which was measured by Resovsky & Ritzwoller 1998) have not
been measured before, so we can only compare our measurements
to S20RTS predictions. Again, we observe overall the ‘ring around
the Pacific’, which can be seen in all our measurements and S20RTS
predictions, indicating the robustness of our results. However, our
measured splitting functions provide a better fit to the data (see
Table 2) than S20RTS and indeed the details of the ring around
the Pacific structure differ. For example modes 2T7 and 2T8, which
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have very similar sensitive kernels, both show striking differences
compared to S20RTS, especially in the higher frequency anomalies
near the North and South pole. Also modes 2T13 − 2T15 show
interestingly similar stronger anomalies near the poles, but with
different overall shape than 2T7 and 2T8. This can also be seen in the
larger observed c20 values in comparison to S20RTS predictions of
these second overtone branch toroidal modes (Fig. 7).

Fig. 10 shows our observed splitting function maps of the third
and fourth overtones, again compared to S20RTS. These modes
are difficult to observe in the frequency spectrum and therefore we
were only able to make robust measurements up to degree 2. These
overtones are sensitive to the whole mantle and even though they
are difficult to measure, they show similar features as compared
to S20RTS. We do observe stronger amplitudes of the anomalies
than in the S20RTS predictions. This is visible both in the splitting
function maps (Fig. 10) as well as in the values of our measured
degree coefficients c20 and Rec22 and Imc22 (Fig. 7).

5 D I S C U S S I O N A N D C O N C LU S I O N S

We made a new catalogue of splitting function coefficients for 19
toroidal modes from the first, second, third and fourth overtone
branches, of which 13 had not been measured before. Our splitting
function measurements are available online at http://www.geo.uu.nl/
∼deuss/research/splitting-functions. Our data set contains toroidal-
mode overtones with sensitivity to upper- and lower-mantle shear
wave velocity and density. The difference between our measure-
ments, previous studies and the predictions for models S20RTS and
S40RTS demonstrate the importance and potential of our toroidal-
overtone measurements in improving constraints on isotropic and
anisotropic mantle shear wave velocity.
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